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3-DIMEN3IONAL MULTIVERTEX RECONSTRUCTION 

FROM 2-DIMENSIONAL TRACKS OBSERVATIONS 

USING LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE 

N. I. CHERNOV, G. A. OSOSKOV and L. PRONZATO 

(Received December 17, 1990) 

Summary. Let v í , V2, . . . , v^ be vertices in the XFZ-space, each vertex producing sev-
eral tracks (straight lineš) emanating from it within a narrow cone with a small angle about 
a fixed direction (Z-axis). Each track is detected (by drift chambers or other detectors) 
by its projections on XY and YZ views independently with small errors. An automated 
method is suggested for the reconstruction of vertices from noisy observations of the tracks 
projections. The proceduře is based on the likelihood inference for mixtures. An illustrative 
example is considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLÉM STATEMENT 

Let V Í , V 2 , . . . , V J V V , vť = (vis,Viy)Vit)T
} i = 1 , . . . , ^ , be the originál vertices 

in the 3-dimensionaí XYZ~sp&ce producing tracks (straight lineš) emanating from 
them within a narrow cone with a small angle about the direction of the Z-axis. 
Not only the locations of these tracks are unknown but also their number Nv. The 
projections of the tracks are detected by drift chambers or other detectors in the 
XZ and YZ views independently. Reconstruction of vertices by visual inspection, 
al though feasible, is rather tedious and we suggest an automated proceduře for tha t 
purpose. 

We shall assume throughout the páper that the problém of allocation of noisy 
observations among tracks is satisfactorily solved. Let Xj, Zj (y j , Zj) be the vectors 
of the coordinates of the NQ observations corresponding to the j-th track, j = 1, . . . , 
Nt, in the XZ- (the YZ-) plane. It is not possible to recognize a priori which track 
in one plane corresponds to a given track in the other plane. The 3-dimensional 
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problém is then split into two subproblems, one associated with tracks in the XZ 
plane, the other with tracks in the YZ plane. 

The method to be ušed to recover the originál vertices relies on the maximum 
likelihood estimation for rnixtures, briefly presented in Section 2. An algorithmic 
proceduře is described in Section 3. The notion of atomic likelihood vectors is the 
centrál point of this proceduře, and two possible choices, based on different approxi-
mations, are suggested in Section 4. In Sections 2-4 we only discuss the problém in 
the XZ-plane, the approach being quite similar in the YZ-plane. The choice of the 
admissible domains for vertex candidates in the XZ- and YZ-planes is considered 
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents an illustrative example. 

2. LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE AND VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION 

Consider a distribution of vertices TT(V) in a domain @x of the XZ-plane} and 
let / ( x , z , v) be the probability density function of the observations (x,z) when the 
associated track is assumed to be produced by v (/(x, z, v) will be chosen continuous 
with respect to v given x, z). The problém consists in estimating the distribution 
7T via maximum likelihood. We observe random variables x, z with the mixture 
marginal density 

(1) /(x,z,7r) = y / (x ,z ,v )7r (dv) . 

Using independence of observations between tracks, one obtains for the likelihood 

Ni r 
(2) L(7r) = n / / ( x « ' z ' ' v ) 7 r ( d v ) ' 

and ln(L(7r)) is a concave functional on the set &* of all probability measures on &x. 
This formulation stresses the similarity between the vertex reconstruction problém 
and optimal experimental design, widely considered in the literatuře (see e.g. [Fe-
dorov, 1972; Silvey, 1980; Pázman, 1986]). The following geometrical interpretation 
can also be formulated [Lindsay, 1983]. 

For any v in ^ , consider the iVť-dimensional vector (atomic likelihood vector) 

(3) f ( v ) = ( / (xi ,z i ,v) , / (x 2 ,z 2 ,v) , . . . , / (x jv ť ,ZiV ť ,v)) . 

The likelihood curve is then the function from Qx to StNi defined by v —» f (v), and 
the trace & of this curve represents all possible values of atomic likelihood vectors. 
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Any vector of densities 

(4) f ( * ) = (/(Xi,Zi,tr) l/(x2,Z2»^),...,/(X7V<»2ÍA/<,7r)) , 

where / ( x , z,7r) is given by (1), can then be written as a convex combination of 
elements of <S. The maximization of L(w) (2) with respect to n is then equivalent to 

Nt 

the maximization of the functional JJ /»•, where f(w) = (/ i , / i , . . . , //vť)T belongs to 

the convex hulí conv(^) of the set *á\ Notě that this is equivalent to the maximization 
of the volume of the right iVVhedron with opposite vertices distant of ||f ||. 

R e m a r k 1. Two intersections of estimated tracks in the XZ- and YZ-planes 
that correspond to the samé originál vertex must háve the samé Z-coordinate (ap-
proximately because of measurement errors). This property will be ušed in Section 
5 to define the admissible domains &9 and 9y. Now, if it were possible to associate 
pairs of tracks in the XZ- and YZ-planes a priori, so that the observations x,-, y,-, z, 
would correspond to the t-th track in the XYZ-space, one could reconstruct vertices 
in both planeš simultaneously with an equality constraint for the Z-coordinates. Due 
to the independence of observations between the two planeš, the function / (x , y, z, v) 
could then be chosen as / r (x ,z , v a r ) / y ( y , z , vy), with v* = (vTivz)T, vy = (vy>vz)T. 

An algorithmic proceduře based on likelihood inference is now presented, to be 
ušed for vertex reconstruct ion in the plane. 

3. ALGORITHMIC PROCEDUŘE 

Let 7rv be the one-point measure which puts its mass 1 at v, and define Q(a) as 

(5) Q(a) = ln(L(( l . - a)w + a*v)). 

This corresponds to a move of f(n) (4) in the direction of f(7rv) = f(v) (3). The first 
derivative of Q(-) with respect to ot at a = 0 is equal to 

(6) Q'(0) = d(y,n)-Nt 

with 
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and 

(8) It(7r) = y / ( x f - , z ť , v M d v ) . 

w is then a maximum likelihood estimator of n if and only if [Lindsay, 1983] 

(9) maxcř(v,7r) = i\Tť. 

Various algorithms háve been suggested in the literatuře to optimize L(w) (see 
e.g, [Lindsay, 1983; Torsney, 1983, 1988; Mallet, 1986; Bóhning, 1989] and the ref-
erences therein). They differ depending on whether 99 is a discrete oř a continuous 
set. We suggest to use the vertex-exchange method, combined with the trapezoidal 
step-length rule [Bóhning, 1989], which was experimentally found to provide good 
convergence properties whether 99 is discrete or continuous. The proceduře is the 
following one: 

1: Set k = 1, TT1 = x°, where ir° is an initial discrete distribution of vertices. When 
99 is á discrete set, as suggested in Section 5, a possible choice consists of a 
uniform distribution of masses in 99. 

2: Evaluate 

(10) dM- maxd(v,7r*) 

if rfjif - Nt < e stop, 
otherwise go step 3, with e a small tolerance number. 

3: Let 

(11) v+ s arg max d(v, **), 

and 

(12) v"=rarg min d(v,ir*), 
v€»upp(ir fc) 

where supp(*) denotes the set of supporting points of the distribution TT. Com-
pute the scalars wit i = 1, . . . , JVt, defined by 

(13) Wi _ fft(w-J(x»,»,',V^) - /(Xj,Zj, V ) 
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where n(v~) is the mass attached to v~ in the distribution TT, and where L{(ir) 

is given by (8). The function Q(a) corresponding to this vertex exchange algo-

rithm is now given by ln(L(ir + a7r(v"")(irv+ - fl*v-)))- Evaluate 

<»> g'<1, = 6lTk-
If 

(15) Q\l) ^ 0, set a* = 1 (exchange v~ and v + ) 

otherwise evaluate 

(16) Q ' ( O ) = £ > , 

(17) Q"(0) = - £ > ? , 
1 = 1 

«=I 

If 

(19) Q"(l) < Q"(0) set a* = -b + \ A 2 - c, 

if 

(20) Q"(l) > Q"(0) set a* = - 6 - s/b* - c, 

where 

(21) 6= ggž 
^ <?"(i)-0"(o)' 
and 

(22) C=-^(°L Q''(1)-(J"(0)-

Perform a vertex-exchange step of length o*, 

(23) * t + 1 = JT* + a'irfe(v-)(irv+ - * v - ) , 

increase Jb by 1 and go to step 2. 
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R e m a r k 2. If v~, as defined by (12), is "far-away" from all other tracks except 
the i-th one (i.e. /(x ;-,z ;-, v"") = 0 for j ^ t) and if v + , as defined by (11), is "far-
away" from the i-th track (i.e. /(x,*,z,-, v + ) = 0), it;,-, as given by (13), is equal 
to - 1 . Q'(l) (14) and Q"(l) (18) are then no longer defined, and the step length 
a* cannot be chosen according to (15), (19) oř (20). In this čase, we suggest to 
choose a* =r i , which corresponds to Wymťs step-length sequence for the optimal 
experimental design [Wynn, 1970]. Notě that one then looses monotonicity for the 
evolution of L(wk), which is obtained when the proceduře (10-23) is ušed [Bóhning, 
1989]. 

R e m a r k 3. Other step-length sequences than the trapezoidal one defined by 
(15-22) are suggested by Bohning [1989], e.g. 

a . = _ <?'(o) 
min{Q"(0),Q"(l)}' 

oř 
Q'(0) 

a = — Q ' ( 1 ) - Q ' ( 0 ) ' 

One could also perform the vertex exchanges (23) corresponding to each one of 
these step-lengths, and select the best one with respect to the criterion L(w) (2). 
Finally, a one-dimensional maximization of L(TT*+1) with respect to a* could also be 
considered, with nk+l given by (23). 

R e m a r k 4. Any multiplicative factor in / (XJ , zf-,v) that does not depend on v 
plays no role in the expressions of d(v, ir) (7) and Wi (13). Such factors can therefore 
be omitted. 

R e m a r k 5. The number Nt • TT*(V), where ?r*(v) is the mass attached to a 
reconstructed vertex v, gives an estimate of the number of tracks passing through v. 

R e m a r k 6. The algorithmic procedures in the XZ- and YZ-planes are inde
pendent. They can therefore be performed simultaneously on two different comput-
ers, fchereby saving computational time. 
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4 . CHOICE OF THE ATOMIC LIKELIHOOD VECTORS 

The i-th component of the atomic likelihood vector (3) expresses the probabil
ity density function of the observations x,-, z, conditional to the vertex position v. 
Approximations will be introduced to derive the expression of /(x,-,Zi, v). We first 
consider the čase when the measurement errors can be neglected. 

4.1 Negligible measuremen t errors . Let 0, be the parameters corresponding 
to the i-th track. The probability density function of the observations xt-, z,- given v 
can be written as 

(24) /(xi,z t-,v) = /p(xi,«ť|v,ffť)p(ffť|v)dffť. 

When there are no measurement errors, p(0,-1v) is equal to zero provided v does not 
belong to the track T(0 t) associated with 0,-. However, in this čase there is no density 
of $i because the Lebesgue measure of the set {0,- £ @2\ v G T($i)} is zero. Hence 

we can suppose that p(0ť|v) is nonzero also when v does not belong to JT(0,) but is 
close to it. A nátural choice then is 

(25) p (^v ) =w^e x p—br* 
where d(v, 0,) denotes the distance from v to the track T(0,). Notě that p(0t- |v) does 
not depend on the orientation of the track, i.e. this involves no physical assumption. 
When the equation of the track is formulated as 

(26) x^e^z + Oi,, 

one has 

m ť(v,»,)=",--?';V'")'-
Equation (24), with the hypothesis of negligible measurement errors, gives 

(28) /(x,-,z,-,v) = p(0,(x t-,z t)|v), 

where 0t(x,-,zt) is the estimated value of 0, obtained from the data x,-, z,-. Assuming 
that these data are related by 

(29) Xi^ZiOi+a 
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with 

(30) £,- = (zi,ujsr0), 

where u^ 0 is the JVVdimensional vector given by uj\r0 = (1 ,1 , . . . , 1 ) T , and that 

the measurement errors £,- are normally distributed ^ ( 0 , 2 , ) , one obtains for the 

maximum likelihood estimator of 0,-, 

(31) Bii*,*) = (ZT ^Z^Zj^Xi. 

Note that this includes the assumption that the coordinates z,-, ť = 1, . . . , Ntl are 
known without errors, which can be justified in practical situations. Using (25-31) 
and taking Remark 4 into account, one can finally choose 

<32) fl,,^. exp 2 KIWI-Í^-.)' 
2<T? /I 0 0\ 1 

\0 1 0J {Z?Z-íZi)-lZTY.7iXi 

with 

(33) w,=(v„l)T. 

We now consider an alternativě approach, to be ušed when measurement errors 
cannot be neglected. In this čase, the vertex reconstruction via the estimation of 
the tracks parameters can be highly approximative, and a derivation of the atomic 
likelihood vectors directly based on the observations is advisable. 

4.2 Non-informative prior for t he track pa ramete r s and vertices con-
sidered as ordinary additional observations. Consider again equation (24), 
with the model structure (29-30) and measurement errors e,- normally distributed 
*/K(0, £»). When these errors can no longer be neglected, the conditional probability 

density p(x,-,z,|0$) is given by 

(34) p(xť) «,|*) = — ^ L _ x exp _ 1 (x< _ ZAfXTH* - **)• 

Replacing p(0{ |v) and p(xt-, z,*\0i) by their expressions (25) and (34), respectively, the 
integrál (24) can be evaluated, at least theoretically. However, this seems untrack-
table from the computional point of view, and we will adopt a Bayesian approach 
together with some simplifying approximations. 
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Using the Bayes rule, we obtain 

p(xi9mi\$i)p($i\v) 
(35) / ( X Í , Z Í , V ) = p(0i xt-,Zi,v) 

which permits to replace the difficulty of evaluating an integrál by that of evalu
ating the densities p(0 t |v) and p(#j|x,-,z,-, v). Assuming a prior density po- for the 
parameters #,-, we obtain for these posterior densities 

(36) p(,,|v) = * N M « 
/K»l»i)Po,(«i)<l«i' 

and 

p(xt-,zt',v|0t)pOi(0,) 
(37) p(0,|xf-,zť,v) = 

fpixitUtvlOÚpoAfyMi' 

They can easily be derived when 
(i) poi is assumed to be normál ^V(0oiySli); 

(ii) v = (vXl vz)T', given #*, is considered as a simpie additional observation to the 
data x t , z,-, with a measurement error normally distributed ^(Oyaf) indepen-
dently of e% (notě that this implies an approximation since, contrary to what 
happens for the actual observations Xj, z,-, the Z-coordinate vz of v is uncertain, 
too). 

We háve in this čase 

(38) p(v|0,-) = -—= exp ~ (t>. - wjfc)2 

with u^ given by (33), and 

(39) P(xt-,zt-, V\0Í) = p(xť,z t |0Op(v|0,) 

with p(xt-,z,|0,) given by (34). We thus obtain after an elementary calculation 

(40) P(0ÍW) = 

with 

2* 

x exp - 1 ( 0 , - ^ , ( v ) ) T ( í i - 1 + ^ - ) (0i - 0Bi(v)) 

r x _ i 
(4i) íBť(v) = ( n - 1 + í ^ - ) " ( w ^ + n-1ť?0i), 
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(42) p(9i 
d e t ^ f a r i + Z T E r i z . + ug\ 

9t\xi,Wi,v) = ^ ^ i-L 

x exp - i ( * - ^ ( v ) ) T (fir1 + tfET1* + Í ^ I ) (ft - <&(v)) 

with 

(43) *Ž,.(V) = (nr1+^sr^,- + ^y\zj^Xi+u^+íir%ty 

We can then replace these posterior densities by their expressions in (35). 
When the prior mean 9QÍ and the covariance matrix fi, cannot be chosen according 

to some physical grounds, a non-informative density can be considered by choosing 
0ť = jfe/2 and letting k tend to infinity. A series development of / (x , , z,, v) gives, 
after lengthy but elementary algebraic manipulations, 

(44) /(x,- ,Z ť lv) = 
x/jfc (2*)"o/2 det1/2 Eť det1/2 Z f E " 1 ^ 

x w 
x exp -Ixf (Er1 - ^HZT^ZÍ)-1^:1)^ 
xexp l K ( ^ S r 1 Z t ) - ^ r s r ^ - , g ) 2 / 1 x 

Followiiig Remark 4, /(x,-,Zj,v) can finally be chosen as 

(45) f(xi, z< , v) = M r^ 
W + u W E r 1 * , - ) - ^ ) 1 7 2 

1 ( ^ ( ^ f S r ^ Q - ^ f S r 1 ^ - »g)2 

X C X P 2 «r? + wJ ,(Z?'Er1Z<)-1^ ' 

R e m a r k 7. When the measurement errors e t i, j = 1, . . . , NQ, are independently 
identically normally distributed ~/K(0,(7?), so that £ť = (TIINO, an estimated value 
áf for <rf can be obtained from the residuals, 

( 4 6 ) &2 = _l__l]xi_Z.iZTZi)-lzTXill2í 

to be ušed in the expressions (32, 45) of /(x;,z,-, v). However, this value of was 
experimentally found to yield functions /(xt-,z,-, v) particularly sharp, so that some 
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tVs (13) achieved the value - 1 , thereby slowing down the algorithm of Section 3 (see 
Remark 2). Intuitively, a i in (32, 45) can be related to the minimal acceptable dis
tance between two distinct vertices. Values between diam(^c)/100 and diam(^x)/10 
then seem reasonable in practice. 

5 . CHOICE OF THE ADMISSIBLE DOMAIN FOR VERTEX CANDIDATES 

The complexity and the performances of the vertex reconstruction proceduře 
strongly depend on the choice of the domains @x and @y to be ušed in the opti-
mization step (10-11) of the algorithm described in Section 3. The originál vertices 
can be located a priori anywhere in a continuous part of the 3-dimensional space 
limited by experimental constraints. In such situations, continuous admissible do
mains are usually considered because they give more accurate results than discrete 
sets, though they lead to heavier computations. However, the vertex reconstruction 
problém in the plane cannot be solved without ambiguity when appropriate con
straints are not set on Qfx and *&v. Consider for instance the situation presented in 
Figuře 1 concerning the XZ-plane. 

Fig. 1: Ambiguity caused by the 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional event. 
vXl and \X2 correspond to the originál vertices, vX3 and vX4 are extraneous vertices. 

Let the originál vertices correspond to vXl and \X2) producing respectively the 
projected tracks 7], T\\ and T\\\> T\v. The probability that the 3-dimensional tracks 
with Tj-Tiv háve other intersections than the originál vertices is zero. vX3 and vX4 are 
then extraneous vertices, caused by the 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional 
picture. Yet, if the problém in the XZ-plane is treated independently of the problém 
in the yZ-plane, vX3 and vX4 could as well be considered as projections of the originál 
vertices producing respectively T\u 7]v and Ti, T\i\. In order to limit this ambiguity as 
far as possible, we shall také Remark 1 into account: any originál vertex producing 
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tracks has the sarne Z~coordinate vz in both projections. On the YZ-projection 
corresponding to Figuře 1, there will hopefully be no vertex vy with a Z-coordinate 
close to vX39 oř vX4a. Discrete feasible sets 3>x and @y will then be constructed 
according to the following steps. 

1: Construct initial sets of intersections ^fx and ^fy. 
Consider the estimated tracks, characterized by parameters 9XiJ i = 1, . . . , 

ATť, in the XZ-plane and parameters #ty, i = 1, . •., Nt, in the YZ~plane. The 
sets Jx = {v 4 t l ,v J ř a , . . . ,v á P j v .} J (*/y = {Vyl,Vy3,...,VyAry})of the intersections 
of all tracks in the XZ-plane (in the YZ-plane) are then constructed (only the 
vertices falling in the experimental region of interest are considered). 

2: Discard extraneous candidates from *fx and Jy. 
For any vertex vXj in Jx (\yh in ^ y ) , let aXj (cryk) be the minima! distance 

between v*. (vyjs) and any other vertex vx (vy) for these two vertices to be 
distinguished (see Remark 7). Any vertex vXj in Jx such that 

(47) \vXjM - vVke | > rmx(<rXj, <ryfc)Vvyfc G Sy 

cannot correspond to a vertex producing tracks in the XYZ-space and is there-
fore discarded from *fx. Similarly, any vertex vVk in *fy such that 

(48) \vXjt - vyks | > max(<rXji <rVk)Vvx. e Sx 

is discarded from *fy. 
3: Introduce additional vertices in Jx and Jy. 

When more than two tracks are produced by one vertex, the presence of mea-
surement noise implies that the estimated tracks will not intersect exactly at 
the samé point. Several falše vertices are therefore introduced in Sx and ^ y , 
while a single vertex, combination of these faise vertices, would be more appro-
priate. We shall then introduce new candidates in JFX and Sy% combinations of 
candidates already present and close enough to possibly correspond to the noisy 
reconstruction of a single vertex. We only describe the proceduře concerning 
SX) the proceduře for fy being quite similar. 

Consider the vertices in *fXí one at a time. For any v^. in SX} let Jx. be the 
set defined by 

(49) 4 = {vmJk € Jm,vXJk £ vXj) \\vx.k - vXj\\ ^ <rXj}} 

and let rij be its cardinal. If rij = 0, consider the next vertex in SX1 otherwise 

consider the C£* subsets SXj(i>m) of Jx. with cardinal m, i = 1, . . . , C™, 
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m = 1, . . . , rij. A new vertex vXj(i} m) is associated with each of these subsets 

according to 

(50) „ . , ( , , m) = ( - + £ — ) ( ^ + £ J í t ) , T . A E • . , « , m), 

( ]C £>T == 2 n i — 1 such new vertices are defined). When all vertíces in yx háve 
m=i J 

been considered, these new vertices are introduced in Ix. The samé proceduře 
in applied to jfy. 

4: Repeat step 2. 
Extraneous vertices may be introduced during step 3 so that the discard-

ing policy corresponding to (47-48) must be applied again, to finally yield @x 

and ®y. 

E e m a r k 8. Other expressions than (50) could be ušed to define the next ver
tices introduced in *$x and *$y during step 3. For instance, for each vertex vXj in ,fx 

consider the set ž?Xi of all tracks that do not pass through vXj but pass at a distance 
from it less than (rXj. Let rij be the number of such tracks. When rij > 0, one can 
associate a new vertex v r . ( i , m) with each subset «3£y(ť, m) of m such tracks> i = 1, 
• • *> C™., m = 1, . . . , rij. Considering these m tracks and the two tracks that intersect 
in v ^ as intersecting in vXj(i} m), one can then estimate v^.(ť, m) by standard least 
squares. 

6. EXAMPLE 

Three originál vertices Vj, V2, V3 háve been randomly generated in the domain *& 
given by 

(51) - 1 ^ vx <C 1, - 1 <$ vy <$ 1, 0 ^ v, ^ 1. 

Their locatlon is known, and will be ušed to test the proceduře of reconstruction, 

(52) vx = (-0.7499, -0.3101,0.2352)T, 

v2 = (0.2365,0.2458,0.3943)T, 

v 3 = (0.4170,-0.6078,0.3965)T. 

Track passing through these vertices háve been randomly generated (2 through ví , 
3 through V2 and 2 through V3), together with 11 noisy observations along each 
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of these se ven tracks. The model structure which is ušed is given by (29-30) and 
the measurement errors č,̂  are independently normally distributed */K(0,cr2) with 
a2 = 10~4. All vectors z,-, 2 = 1 , . . . , 7, are taken equal to (1,1.1,1.2,. . . , 1.9,2)T. 
Figuře 2 presents the associated XZ-view, with the observations in the XZ-plane, the 
tracks estimated frorn the observations, and the projections of the originál vertices. 

1.5 

1 

0.5k~== 

X 0 

-0 .5 

- 1 ^ 

-1 .5 

- 2 

: : : * . f . s c : : s - - « - : : : . : : ; ; l 2 : : í , ; ; J 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Z 

Fig. 2: Projections of the originál vertices (o), noisy observations (•), estimated 
tracks ( ) and reconstructed vertices (-f) in the XZ-plane. 

We first construct the set for the admissible candidates 9m and Sfy, following the 
proceduře described in Section 5. The initial sets of intersections Jx and *fy both 
contain 6 vertices. The <rx/s and <ryk's in (47-50) are taken equal to 0.1. @x and 9y 

then both contain 4 vertices. 

We apply the algorithmic proceduře of Section 3. The atomic likelihood vectors 
are based on the function / given by (45) with £,• = (rflu and cr? = 0.01. The initial 

distribution ir° (step 1) consists of a uniform distribution of masses (equal to 0.25) 

in 9X and @>y. The value of e (step 2) is taken equal to 0.01. In the XZ- (YZ-) 

plane the algorithm stops after 6 (8) iterations. The reconstructed vertices are given 

by 

(53) vXl = (-0.7516,0.2189)T, 

v x , = (0.2306,0.4381)T, 

v , 3 = (0.4289,0.3651)T 
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in the XZ-plane and 

(54) v y i = (-0.2845,0.2865)T, 

vy2 = (0.2784,0.4504)T, 

vy3 = (-0.6132,0.4015)T 

in the YZ-plane. These values can be compared to the coordinates of the originál 
vertices (52). The location of the reconstructed vertices in the XZ-plane is indicated 
in Figuře 2. The estimated numbers of tracks passing through the reconstructed 
vertices (see Remark 5) are respectively 1.9999, 3.3387 and 1.6614 for v ^ , vX2 and 
v ^ , and 2.0852, 2.9826, 1.9329 for v y i , vy2 and vy3 . These numbers can be compared 
to the actual number of tracks, respectively 2, 3 and 2, passing through ví , V2 and V3. 

R e m a r k 9. If the reconstructed vertices in the XZ- and YZ-planes are simply 
paired off by a comparison of their Z-coordinate, depending on the actual value 
of the measurement noise, confusion is possible when several originál vertices háve 
their Z-coordinates almost identical. In particular, in the example vX5 {vx2) could be 
paired off with vy2 (vy3) for a different set of noisy observations. When the originál 
vertices which are concerned produce diíferent numbers of tracks, the confusion can 
be avoided by a comparison of the numbers of estimated tracks passing through the 
reconstructed vertices in the two planeš. The estimated number of tracks given in 
Remark 5 can then help to rightly pair the reconstructed vertices off. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Maximum likelihood inference has been ušed to develop an automated proceduře 
for vertex reconstruction. One determines the maximum likelihood estimator for 
the distribution of vertices, given noisy observations of projections of tracks. The 
optimization algorithm is applied in both planeš of projections simultaneously, with 
convenient admissible domains for vertices. The choice of these admissible domains 
for vertex candidates has been discussed. It permits to avoid ambiguity that would 
result from treating problems in both planeš independently. A numerical example 
has illustrated the behavior of the reconstruction policy. The algorithm located the 
originál vertices in a very small number of iterations. However, less favorable situ-
ations may be encountered where confusion in pairing off the reconstructed vertices 
in the two planeš cannot be avoided by any proceduře. Further investigations are 
required to determine the most efficient choices for likelihood vectors and numerical 
constants ušed in the proceduře. 
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